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THE PRODUCTION OF A RTIPICIAL PEARLS 
FROM THE HALlO'rll'l. 

As a seq uel to the experiments l!lade by me, says 1\1. 
Routan in La Nature, in the Roscoff laboratory of M. de 
Lacaze·Duthiers, the latter recently presented to the 
Acadelllie des Sciencps a paper in which I described 
the artificial production of pearls in the haliotis. This 
paper attracted the attention of the public much more 
by the nature of the subject than by the scientific 
rE'snlt obtained, which was quite mediocre. 

The starting poiut of the experiment was as follows: 
I asked myself if it would not be possible to produce 
pearls artificially in marine shells, and particularly in 
those of the Gasteropods. Many of these anilllals, in 
fact, exhibit a very iridescent nacre which appears 
capable, in depositing itself in circular layers, of furn· 
islJing the pearls.sought. 

For the experiments that I made with the Gastero· 

horror, or sort of distrust, of the bacteria, believing
them to be purely amI simply our enemies. The study 
of them is a new one; that is, it has only been practi· 
cally about twenty years since we began to make a 
science of the bacteria and the knowledge to be gained 
concerning them. I do not mean to say that the bac· 
teria have only been known twenty years; in fact, 
they were discovered over two hundred years ago, as 
early as 1683, or possibly a little earlier, by Anthony 
von Leeuenhoek, who w as a linen draper's apprentice, 
and who, experimenting with microscopes, was able to 
see and tell us-chiefly by drawings-what he saw in 
different organic fluids, such as beef broth, milk, and 
stagnant water. These drawings have come down to 
us; and we now know that he saw, described, and 
drew the bacteria, which, however, he believed to be 
little animals. 

There is nothing very difficult in the science of bac
teriology if we firmly fix in our minds that it is s imply 

FIG. t.-TANKS OF THE ROSCOFF LABORATORY. 

pods I chose the haliot-is. This mollusk is abundant 
on the rocky bottom of the English Channel, where it 
attains a large size. Internally, its shell is covered 
with a layer of very brilliant mothpr-of-pearl; and, 
moreovel', it is very well adapted for experiment. 
Placed in the large tanks of the Roscoff laboratory, 
where the researches were made, it readily acclimates 
itself, and, provided that it. is furnished with well 
aerated water in sufficient quantity, no attention need 
be paid to its alimentation. All the specimens experi
IIlented with secreted nacre at the level of the foreign 
S\l bstances introduced, and in sever'al shells pearls of 
IlItCre, genuine, fine pearls, were moulded. In Fig. 2 
lIIay be seen one of these pearls still in place in the in
tf'rior of the shell, the animal of which was extracted 
after' an experiment of five months' duration. 

'rhe first pearls obtained wel'e not sufficiently de
t.ached from the shell, and exhibited too wide a base of 
jllflction with the latter. In the subsequent experi· 
lIJent.s this defect was partially corrected; and, in 
recent specimens, it may be seen that the part of the 
pE'arl neare�t the shell is clwered with a layer of nacre. 

It. must. be rE'mar),;ed. howfl\'er, that although the 
pearls thus obt.ained art.i!icially have t.he same chemi
cal compo�it.ion as natural ones, and have circular lay-

a branch of botany; in othE'r words, that the bacteria 
are plants. As such, practically every one of the 
problems of the science can be solved. ThE'se plants 
are much smaller than we can illlagine. I alii not. sure 
that I have ever yet been able to comprehend exactly 
the size .of any of the bacteria. There are some the 
1/25,000 of an inch long; others twice or three times as 
big, and others somewhat smaller. Can you compre
hend anything of which it takes 25,000 to make an inch 
when put end to end? And yet that is what we have 
to deal with. Usually we have to resort not only to 
the most powerful microscopes, but to staining or 
coloring them, so that we may see them; because they 
are so small and translucent. unless stained, that the 
best microscope does not make them clearly visible. 

In the last twenty years we have made some remark
able advances and discoveries. The title of my lec
ture is .. Bacteria and Their Uses." You may think it 
very queer that these little things have any use what
soever; but here is one of two volumes of a book 
written on "The Utilization of Micro-Organisms in 
the Arts and Manufactures," of more than five hundred 
pages, which gives you an idea of what. has already 
been learned concerning them. As I said a moment 
ago, they are, in the main, our friends. '\Ve speak of 

FIG. 2.-SHELL CONTAINING A PEARL. 

E'rs only at the periphery, which gives them the aspect 
sout;ht, they contain in the interior a large nucleus of 
!Iacre of which the placing of the layers is necessarily 
(lif'l'erent from that of the periphery. It must be re
marked, too, t.hat the heliotides are not reared in a 
�Iobe, like gold fishes, and that in order to succeed in 
IlIal,;ing them live under normal cOllditions, oue llIust 
have previonsly acquired extensive knowledge relative 
to t.he biology of marine animals.-La. Nature. 

BACTERIA AND 'fHEJR USES. * 

TO·NIGHT I have for my subject one which I am 
always glad t.o talk about, since it relates to our friends; 
for the bacteria are our friends, rather t.han our elle
lilies. A great lIIany of us have gained in some way a 
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disease germs; and yet, when we come to think of it, 
we have not. so very many diseases that are contagious 
or infectious. About four years ago Surgeon-General 
Steruberg, of the United States Army, published what 
is, as yet, the best work on baeteria and bacteriology 
in the English language; and he catalogued practically 
all the species known at that time. 'rhere were then 
very close to five hundred; and Pl'obabll this number 
covers the list of all the known species. think I shall 
be right in saying that there are probably not more 
than fifty or sixty forms of these which are disease 
germs in the true sense of the word and which affect 
either plants or animals. Not more than ten per cent., 
therefore, of the known species of bacteria are what 
we call pathogenic, or disease producers. The rest are 
probably of some real use; and it is very likely, also, 
that the disease germs have a use or purpose in thiS 
world of which, as yet, we know nothing . 

'Vith these slllall organisms practically everywhere 
prevalent, there must be some function for thelll. 
When I say they are vegetables, that calls to mind , 
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of cOllrse, certai-n characterIstics that we have in our 
minds that distinguish the III from the animal kingdom. 
We know that all living things are lIIane up of cells; 
we get a simplificat.ion of the idea when I tell you 
that all the bacteria are sinl-de-celled organisms; that 
is, each individual is made up of a single cell. We are 
made up of many millions of cells. Every plant or 
animal of a higher type is made up of many cells: but 
each oue of the bacteria is practically a single-celled 
plant. There are two other kinds of vegetables that 
are made of single cells; and with both of these most 
of us are quite familial': The yeasts that we use in 
our baking and brewing and the moulds that we do 
not like to get in our jellies and our preserves, but 
which we are apt to see almost everywhere that dark
ness and dampness abound. These three classes make 
up the very tiniest bodies and organisms of the veget.a
ble kingdom. When we get above theltl, we begin to 
talk of the higher plants. There are llIany points of 
resemblance between veasts and moulds on the one 
hand and bacteria on the other. A difference is that 
the yeasts and the moulds grow by budding, just as 
the higher plants do; while the bacteria grow by split
ting; that is, dividing in two. Remember that each 
one of the bacteria is a plant by itself-an individuai 
that. has the power of reprouuction of life, growth, and 
development. When the tilile COUles for one to repro
duce itself, a little line shows down through the middle 
and it eventually splits into two parts. Then in a 
very few moments each part will have grown to be 
almost, if not quite, as big as the original; and you 
have two new plants, instead of one. Of course these 
two can reproduce themselves; and we thus have the 
plants growing by geometrical progression. To give 
you an idea of how fast these bacteria grow and might 
grow under the most favorable conditions, a num ber 
of experiments show that some of the species repro
duce themselves as rapidly as once every thirty miu
utes; and it has been calculated that, iaking one of 
say 1/12,000 inch in length and half that breadth, in 
forty·eight hours, if the conditions were entirely fa
vorable for growth and reproduction, and supposing 
that none died, they would increase so that the pro
geny of the original one would fill a pint cup and 
would amount in numbers to 281,000,000,000. Let them 
go another seventy-two hours, and it is said that they 
would fill every ocean on the face of the earth and 
could only be counted by taking out figures to thirty· 
seven places. Fortunately, things are rarely favorable 
for such development; and I don't think any of us 
need get alarmed lest we be crowded off t.he' earth. 

I have described the bacteria as plants, without re
ference to whether they are disease germs or not. 
You find them everywhere: in the water, in the air, 
in the soil. They are plants; therefore, they must 
have nourishment - soltlething on which they can 
grow. We find, however, that they can thrive on 
rather small rations: in other words, that the soil 
which will nourish them, and on which they will thrive, 
tinds lodgment on the back of Ollr hand, in our cloth
ing-everywhere. 'rhey need some moisture; some 
comfortable temperature and some little amount of 
nourishment; and therefore we can find plenty of 
media on or ill which they will grow-one of the bpst. 
being lIIilk; another, boiied IJotatoes; or, if we want 
a liquid mediulIl, nothing is better than beef broth. 

In such media they grow luxuriantly: they get 
into such a soil and will be there in spite of you; and 
the trouble is, not to get them there, but to keep 
them ou t of it. You can scarcely make 8 jelly or beef 
broth without the appearance in it, eventually, of a 
pleuty of bacteria. 

We find they are so plent.iful everywhere t.hat the 
different species of bacteria get lIIixt'd. How can we 
separate thelll? We cannot take a needle and pick 
tOllm up individually, even under the microscope, 
one kind frolll another. They are too small; and, 
beside�, different species llIay look exactly alike, even 
with the best lenses. 'We have to find a better way; 
and I think I can make clear to you such a way, dis
covered accidentally by Prof. Koch. To illustra�, 
you know the difference between a potato and a cab
bage,when you see them in the garden. Most of you pro
bably know the difference between a crop of potatoes 
and a crop of cabbages growing in t.he fields, as you 
drive along a country road. Why cannot we look at 
the crop iu bacteria, instead of looking at the indi
vidual? That is exactly what we do when we make 
the1ll grow ou culture media in mass. The content.s 
of one of these test tubes here is more or less red, con
taining a species called Micrococcus prodigiosus; and 
another, here, more or less blue, containing thp. Bacil· 
Ins pyocianeus. These are simply two different crops. 
The first is a crop of one kind of plant and the second 
i8 a crop of another kind. The farmer who farms bac
teria gets as thoroughly acquainted with them as the 
farmer who farms larger crops; and you wouln just as 
�oon expect the bacteriologist to get mixed as to these 
two kinds of bacteria as to have an agriculturist get 
confllsed as to potatoes and cabbages or pumpkins and 
corn growing in the same field. 

I have here a number of different kinds of bacteria 
in test tubes, each kind growing by itself. 'l'here is 
one producing a beautiful green color, which color is 
thoroughly penetrat.ing the jelly. Another here, while 
it is of a red color. has not tinted t.he jelly in the sallie 
way. Again, here is a black yeast, which shows its 
peculiar manner of growth. How do we get these dif
ferent kinds separate from one anot.her? Or, suppose 
you have a sample of water and want to know what 
kinds of bacteria are in it? How ean you determine 
them, or what species are in the air of t.his room? It 
occurred to Prof. Koch that if we had sOllie way of 
fixing the individuals in place unt.il they could get wpll 
started in their growth, it wonld then be easy to isolate 
and to study them. Take the sample of water, fol' in
stance. Suppose we have a little gelatine in a test tllbe 
like this which has been thoroughly sterilized, so that 
there are in it no living germs of any kind; and sup
pose we melt it by heating it gently. If, now, we in
t.roduce into this a small port.ion of a drop of the water 
which we want to study and then thoroughly shake 
the gelatine, we will distribute through it whatsoever 
bacteria were in that little sample of water. Pouring 
the gelatine quicldy onto a clean �Iass plate 01' dish, it 
cools almost. irllluediately au(l each organism is held 
apart. frolll e\'ery other oue. If, now, the plate or dish 
be covered �o that it may not be contaminated bv 
other geruis froUl the air 01' other sources, and set aside 
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